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wffl mark the annual Greater Kankakee Crop Walk to aid the hungry locally and worldwide^ 
The 10 kilometer walk wIB begin at the Olivet Nazarene University football stadium with registrar 
^oa at ti30 p.ai. and step-off at 2 p.m. For more Information, contact Rev. Keith Ferguson at <>22-8151 
or Prof. Michael Wiese at 930-5274, (GlimmerClass photo by Bob BlalsdeH)
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LOBAL
IMPSES
■  W ASHINGTON, 
D.C. - NASA won acourtbattle 
with enviromentalists but lost 
its bid to keep the shuttle Atlan­
tis on track for a Thursday 
blast-off, delaying the flight for 
several days to replace a faulty 
engine computer.
The Foundation on 
Economic Trends, the Christie 
institute and the Florida Coali­
tion for Peace and Justice 
wanted the flight cancelled 
fearing wide-spread radiation 
contamination in event of an­
other Challenger-like disaster.
H  MOSCOW -A scien­
tist who’s words were used to 
support a Soviet newspaper 
story about a three-eyed alien 
with a robot side-kick said he 
was misquoted by the Tass 
Agency. “Don’tbelieveallyou 
hear from Tass,” said Genrikh 
Silanov, head of the Voronezh 
Geophysical Laboratory. “We 
never gave them part of what 
they published.”
According to the story, 
the alien and robot landed by 
UFO and made aboy vanish by 
zapping him with a pistol.
■  BERLIN, EAST 
GERMANY - East German 
police Tuesday allowed pro- 
Democracy demonstrations to 
end peacefully after local 
Communist officials called for 
dialogue between officials and 
demonstrators.
The action camedespite 
East German leader Erich 
Honecker’s sharp condemna­
tion of the protest.
■  MOMENCE, ILL. - 
The Momence high school 
football team surged into the 
number two spot in this week's 
Associated Press Gass 2 A high 
school rankings. The Redskins 
currently have a 6 to 0 record. 
The rating marks the highest 
for the Redskins in recent 
memory.
■  LONDON - In the 
midst of rumors that a com­
puter virus has been pro­
grammed to threaten computer 
memories around the world, 
the British Law Commission 
called Tuesday for punishing 
computer tampering with up to
^five years in prison. _____ j
Freshman enrollment rises;
Total student enrollment remains stable
DWayne Leatherland 
Staff Writer
Due to changes in class- 
level requirements, freshman en­
rollment rose to622 this semester, 
according to Registrar Jim 
Knight
Freshman enrollment has 
increased almost 200 from last.
year’s 435 first-time freshmen. 
Knight attributed much of the 
increase to the new class-level 
changes. Students must have 32. 
hours to be classified as a sopho­
more, a change from 25 required 
last semester.
Level requirements have 
also been changed for upperclass­
men, Knight said. Juniors must
have 64 hours instead of 58, and 
seniors must have 96 hours, in­
stead of 93.
Last year’s total enroll­
ment, 1,875, was repeated this 
year with 622 freshmen, 371 so­
phomores, 271 juniors and 245 
seniors, Knight said. Unclassified 
students total 86, and graduate and 
. postgraduate students number
266 and 14 respectively.
The ratio of men to women 
on campus also increased this 
year. Women previously outnum­
bered men 55 to 45 percent; how­
ever, this year men make up 49.1 
percent of the campus population.
Olivet ranks alongside 
universities nationwide for fresh­
men retentirai (first-time fresh­
men returning the following 
year), Knight said. Olivet's aver­
age, 67 percen t, is very close to the 
national average of 68 percent 
Olivet’s freshmen retention is up 
from 62 percent five years ago.
Many other areas have 
increased from five years ago, 
including total head count (1,673 
to 1,875), total new students (668 
to 748), minority students (102 to 
173) and transfers (120 to 146).
The average semester hour 
load per student figures out at 
13.27, down from last year's 15. 
Olivet's Full Time Equivalent 
(FIE) has also improved over the 
past five years (1500+ to 1659), 
Knight said. This figure is com­
puted by dividing the total credit 
hours (24,889.5) by the average 
semester hour load per student.
Knight said that more than 
one-third of all undergraduates at 
Olivet fall into four majors: ele­
mentary education, psychology, 
nursing and business administra­
tion.
Religious preferences 
among Olivet students vary, with 
Nazarenes making up two-thirds 
of all undergraduates and 60 per­
cent of the total students on cam­
pus, Knight said.
Parrott discusses budget, faculty
ONU President Leslie Par­
rott addressed the problems of 
college costs and student spiritual 
life in his annual speech to the 
Board of Trustees Oct. 4.
“The President of Olivet 
rally faces two problems: the first 
isbudgetand the second is person­
nel,” Dr. Parrott said. “There are 
no other problems.”
Dr. Parrott cited several 
statistics which he believed 
showed the university to be in 
“good financial condition.” These 
were:
■  An increase of $1.7 mil­
lion in all five university fund 
balances.
■ A  total book value of the 
campus of $36 million, plus $16 
million in appraised land value.
■  A replacement value of 
the campus of $70 million.
Dr. Parrott added that at 
the present rate the university, 
including costs of the new Convo­
cation Center, should be debt-free 
by the mid-1990s.
Two potential dangers in 
the finances of the University 
were an 11 percent increase in 
operating costs and a total of
$800,000 in accounts receivable, 
Dr. Parrott said.
’This is too high because 
we are more lenient with students 
than any business would ever be," 
he said. "Reducing these receiv­
ables is a high priority this year.”
Dr. Parrott also discussed 
families who are unprepared to 
meet the financial burden, of col­
lege.
“We should not give away 
the store by being unwilling to 
charge a fair proportion of the cost 
of educating a student to the stu-
rott said.
“Some families don’t plan 
for college education and resent 
the sacrifices it costs when the 
time comes,” he added. “They 
usually see the charges as a prob­
lem and not themselves.”
Dr. Parrott also spokes 
about his commitment to the reli­
gious requirements of the univer­
sity, such as the required 12 hours 
of religion courses, and chapel 
“I believe the required 
freshman courses in Religion 
should be taught by the most ex-
dent him self or herself,” Dr. Par- |S e «  PARROTT, cont'd on p.4
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Clarify the dress code
f?*. Arc the clothes you're wearing right now consid- •
ered appropriate under the Olivet dress code? It all 
depends on who you ask, sa
I  While the dress code has come under attack by!
disgruntled individuals over the years, a new problem 
seems to have arisen this year—that o f confusion. Al­
though the dress code is published and distributed to 
students in the student handbook* a large number o i l  
students, still seem unsure as to what is and is not 
permissible under the vague terms of the code. v . ^
| |  Compounding the problem is the fact that those 
students responsible for enforcing the code, the R.A.S, 
seem just as confused as everyone else. jg
For example, the student handbook makes the 
following statement about the wearing of t-shirts on 
campus: "T-shirts of any color are not appropriate for: 
inner-campus wear d uring the academic day but may b e l 
worn on the athletic field and in the gym. T-shirt-type 
shirts may be worn after dinner on weekdays and on:; 
Saturdays.” .• j|B |
The problem ari ses when R. A .s are asked how the 
rule is to be interpreted. When interviewed» by the 
GlimmerGlass, several R.A.s provided opposing r | | |  
spouses on the subject. According to R.A. Leah 
Stutzman, "There's very little difference between a kottl 
shirt and a t-shirt. If  a shirt has shoulder pads or an 
emblem 1 don’t consider it a t-shirt." 
yiA'.. R-A. Kerry Jo Cooper, however* said she consid- 
ers girls’ knit shirts to be t-shirts even if they have • 
pockets or shoulder pads. Others stated that thecollaror .. 
the fabric of a shirt determines whether or not it is a t-P 
shirt. I  H . •! :; •••' V A
: Many of the R.A.s did agree that the t-shirt rules 
was one of the hardest areas of the dress code to enforce 
consistently. The problem does not stop there, however.! 
Confusion also exists over the acceptable colors of 
denim jeans and the acceptable lengths of girls* skirts, i  
According to R.A. Liz Duff, "The rule (for girls* 
skirt length) is that it needs to be touching the top of the 
knee...then again, it might vary from R.A. to R,A.”» i  |  
Both students and R.A.s agree that there needs to 
be a strict uniformity in the way Olivet's dress code is  
cn forced. "Someth ing needs to be done, like making the 
, dress code more specific," Stutzman said, i
We urge the Dean of Students to clarify the dress 
code. R.A.s should understand it and enforce it in af&ir 
and consistent manner. >L .
Olivet Nazarene University 
Kankakee, Illinois 60901-0592 
(815) 939-5315
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God wants our weaknesses
James, the brother of - 
Jesus, brings powerful words to 
believers in the second verse of 
his epistle. However, many 
people today fail to understand 
the concepts James wrote about 
to the 12 tribes of Israel.
James says: “My breth­
ren, count it all joy when you 
fall into various trials.” Trials 
are those things in life that we 
hadn’t planned on-they are life 
at gut level.
Paul was constantly 
faced with them every day. In II 
Corinthians chapter 12 we read 
of a time in the apostle's life 
when he was faced with one in 
particular.
His problems began 
after he had one of those really 
good days that rarely come 
around. He'd had a vision that 
exalted him to a nearness with 
God.
But just when every­
thing was going really good, he 
was struck with a physical pain.
In the text it is referred to as a 
thorn in the flesh, an almost 
savage pain. Although no one 
knows exactly what his problem 
was, it was indeed physical.
Paul even asked God 
three times to take it away and 
heal him. But God chose not to 
answer “yes” to his plea and 
instead gave him the answer 
found in verse nine: “My Grace 
is sufficient for you, far my 
strength is made perfect in 
weakness.” This verse changed 
Paul’s outlook toward trials and 
it changed mine as well.
As a high school 
freshman I found out about six 
years ago that I have Muscular 
Dystrophy. This is my thorn in 
the flesh--a messenger of Satan 
that I may not have been exalted 
by men, but by God.
I could have totally 
rejected what God had planned 
for me; instead, I have decided 
to put my trust in Him. Just as 
Paul did before, I now “boast in 
my infirmities, that the power of 
Christ may rest upon me.”
Trials are not just 
physical handicaps; they come in 
many forms. Our lives as weak
Spiritual
Life
By
C hris J ones
human beings in an imperfect 
world is a trial within itself. And 
our weakness is exactly what 
God wants. God wants to 
minister to others through us, 
but He won’t use people who try 
to rely on their own abilities and 
strength.
For His most crucial as­
signments God often uses people 
thought to be insignificant. I 
Corinthians 1:27-29 says that 
“God chose the foolish things of 
the world to shame the wise, the 
weak things to shame the strong, 
the lowly and the despized 
things so that no one may boast
before Him.”
We tend to think God 
uses “big names” to do impor­
tant jobs. But God prefers to use 
little people. He wants our 
weakness, not our strength; our 
accessibility, not our ability. For 
God has a special plan for each 
of our lives, and He desires to 
tailor-make His grace to fit our 
unique existence so that we can 
increasingly realize our full 
potential.
We, as Christians, must 
stand strong in the face of life’s 
storms by allowing God’s power 
to flow through us. If we do 
this, others will see Jesus in us 
and turn to Christ; God will be 
glorified and we will recieve the 
infinite blessings He has for us.
Therefore, hold hjgh 
the banner of excellence so that 
others will see Christ living in 
us.
Dear Editor
In response to the article 
you published in the Glimmer- 
Glass ("What’s A Patriot To Do?” 
by John Small, Aug. 26), I think 
the decision the Supreme Court 
made was correct. I don’t agree 
with anyone who would destroy 
the American flag; however, 
America is acountry that is known 
for its freedom and our flag sym­
bolizes this. If Americans cannot 
desecrate their flag, are they free? 
I think the majority of Americans 
would be against burning our flag, 
but if someone feels they must do 
it I don’t think they should go to 
jail for it.
Mark Wilson
Dear Editor
In response to the article 
by John Small, I disagree that the 
American ideal must allow for the 
desecration of the American flag.
It hurts to know that even 
our government is thinking about 
allowing for the desecration of the
American flag. How can it be 
allowed when many young men 
died to defend ourflag? It isn’t so 
much the flag, but what the flag 
represents. The American flag 
stands for our history that brought 
to us the freedom we now obtain. 
It makes the Americans recognize 
that we are partakers of the land.
Many think that because 
we have the freedom of speech 
and expression we should have the 
freedom to bum our flag. If our 
Supreme Court decides on certain 
issues that are unlawful, it is pri- 
marily because they cause chaos in 
our society. The burning of the 
flag did cause chaos, many men 
fought and died for our flag! How 
can we destroy something that has 
been fought for over and over 
again?.. .
This should not be permit­
ted. Although we have a right to 
our freedom of speech and expres­
sion, to everything there is a limit. 
And the desecration of our flag is 
where the line should be drawn. 
Sandra L. Roman
i
I l i
Caution: safe driver on board...
All right, ladies and 
gentlemen, we’re going to have 
a little quiz now. It won’t take 
long, I promise.
All of you who drive 
cars: tell me what that little lever 
on the left side of your steering 
column is used for: Take your 
time...think about it a 
minute...time’s up.
If you answered “the turn 
signal,” pat yourself on the back. 
You passed. Go to the head of 
the class and all that
But if you didn’t answer 
“the turn signal” or, worse, if 
you couldn’t think of it, then do 
me just one little favor. Please, 
please, PLEASE let me know 
when you’re going to be out 
driving on our highways, 
because I don’t want to be 
anywhere near you while you’re 
out there.
How many times has this 
happened to you? You’re 
driving along, pretty much 
minding your own business, 
when some kamikaze motorist 
pulls over right in front of you, 
with maybe just enough room to 
slip a thin sheet of paper 
between the two of you. Of 
course he didn’t use his turn
Small
Talk
By
J ohn  A. S mall
signal, which of course means 
that you had no idea whatsoever 
that he was even considering 
cutting you off. But that’s all 
right, he made it past with just 
enough room to spare.
And then to add insult to 
injury, this person has the 
audacity to give you the dirty 
look! Well, it probably serves 
you right. After all, you were 
driving safely...and we all know 
what a no-no that is! No one 
could blame him at all if he 
were to knock you down into ' 
that ditch.
Yeah, right. And the 
Chicago Fire was just a little 
backyard weenie roast.
I have become convinced 
over the past few years that I’m 
one of the few drivers left on the 
face of this planet who even 
remembers that my car comes 
equipped with a turn signal in 
the first place, let alone know
Thoughts on 
stained glass
V iewpoint
By
J ason M iller
I like stained glass. Ever 
since the public television 
special I saw as a kid about the 
little old man in Germany 
cutting out pieces of colored 
glass and molding them 
together with hot lead day in
and day out for years just to . ■' ■ ........... ..... — ' -
make one window, I try to have more respect for that art form 
than just my typical 30-second attention span limit.
Now I don’t sit around for hours mulling over the symbol­
ism and effects of stained glass on society today; however, every 
so often I get a new insight while looking at one of these windows 
that is usually taken for granted. Here are some of my latest 
thoughts about stained glass windows:
Stained glass windows are a lot like the churches they 
adorn. Not individual denominational churches—just churches in 
general where people go to put their faith in a higher power. The 
stained glass is the brightest and most spectacular from the inside, 
but in order to be bright and spectacular the source must come 
from the outside—outside of the church, outside of the town, 
outside of the world.
Namely, the source must come from the sun. No such 
window, no matter how self-sufficent it may seem, can realize its 
full potential all by itself.^
Not only is the window dependent on an outside source for 
light, but it is also dependent on each piece of small glass. No 
piece of glass is really any bigger or flashier than any other. Each 
piece is needed to do the job.
Finally, the stuff that holds the window all together: lead. 
To me, lead is the menial, overlooked, too-common-to-be 
interesting part of the window.
Lead—the same material that plumbers install beneath 
toilets, and soliders use to shoot at one another—sits in the 
window still doing menial work, holding together all the bright, 
spectacular pieces of glass. But the window would fall with out i t
I knew a church once that put all the work and responsibil­
ity on just a few people, who were praised when good deeds were 
done and abandoned when failure came.
Come to think of it, it didn’t have stained glass either.
(Editor’s Note: "Viewpoint" is a column in which members o f 
the Olivet community are given an opportunity to write at length 
regarding topics o f interest or importance. Students or faculty 
members who wish to do so may submit their articles to "Viewpoint, 
c!o The GlimmerGlass, Box 6024.)
how to use the blasted thing!
Just now my esteemed 
colleague, the ex-news editor, 
glances over my shoulder and 
reads what I’ve written so far. 
“Why bother with turn signals?” 
he asks. “That’s why they teach 
defensive driving.”
Funny, I thought the turn 
signal was a vital part of 
defensive driving. I mean, I took 
the defensive driving class, I tell 
him. Passed with flying colors, 
too. What I seem to have slept 
through is the offensive driving 
course that everyone else seems 
to have taken!
It is attitudes like that of 
the ex-news editor’s that makes 
me break into a cold sweat every 
time I get behind the wheel of 
my own little red monster. And 
such attitudes are the majority. 
All over America drivers are 
flitting in and out of lanes, 
swerving and weaving and 
creating all manner of vehicular 
mayhem.
All because they never 
learned how to use their turn 
signals.
These are the same 
drivers, of course, who have 
somehow interpreted the sign 
that reads “Speed Limit 65” as
meaning “do not drive less than 
65.”
Or who buzz right 
through the red light at an 
intersection because the drivers 
with the green light haven't 
started to move yet.
Or who block traffic in 
the parking lot at the neighbor­
hood K-Mart (or funnier still, 
the YMCA), waiting for a 
parking space close to the 
building, so that they don’t have 
to get any more exercise than is 
absolutely necessary.
This probably would not 
even bother me if it were just a 
few people every once in a while 
acting like lunatics, but it's not. 
There's something about getting 
behind the wheel of a car that 
turns the most peaceful soul into 
a raving monster.
Remember the Beach 
Boys' song, "Little Old Lady 
From Pasadena?" Well, she 
exists. I drove to school behind 
her just this morning.
Confront these drivers 
about such behavior and each is 
likely to respond in the same 
way: “There’s nothing wrong 
with the way I drive—it’s you 
<§>#&*#} slowpokes who are 
causing all the trouble! Why
don't you get the lead out so that 
the rest of us can get where 
we're trying to go!”
So sorry. Do forgive me. 
I thought I was on a road, not a 
flight path. Still, it’s a common 
mistake...
But I digress.
I understand that not 
every high school in America 
offers the same sort of compre­
hensive driver’s education 
course as the one I attended, so 
as a public service I am now 
going to teach you who don't 
already know how to use the 
turn signal lever in your car. It’s 
really very easy, and involves a 
simple two-step process:
1. If turning left, pull the 
lever down.
2. If turning right, push 
the lever up.
There, that wasn’t so 
hard, now, was it? All right, 
class dismissed. You can go out 
to your cars and practice on your 
own for awhile. Keep me 
informed on your progress.
Oh, and if you happen to 
see a reddish 1988 Plymouth 
Reliant with a white flag on the 
antenna, don’t be alarmed.
That’s just me, trying to get out 
of the way.
One more semester; 
then comes the real test
Another year is well 
underway. The last year, one 
more semester after this one, 
then it’s out into the real world.
Still I linger fast to 
earlier days, when the only 
pressure I felt was to get my 
Pilgrim hat made by the end of 
the school day for the Thanks­
giving fest of cranberry juice in 
little Dixie cups with red and 
green and blue flowers.
How fondly I remembe' 
it all: the smell of the thick, 
lumpy paste as I gobbed it onto 
my black construction paper 
Pilgrim hat.
I f  only I  could get that 
stick in the middle o f the lid to 
bend right. This way and that. 
Glop! Right on the floor. I  
wonder i f  I ’ll get Miss Chapel or 
Mrs. Fisher next year for second 
grade. Ha ha. Ray just stepped 
in gum; look at it goo all over 
his shoe. I've got to go to the 
bathroom. . ^
Now time is running out. 
The years have passed by 
fleetingly; now we face careers, 
responsibilities and the hectic, 
self-centered pace of society. X
In Communication 
Theory class last Friday, two 
students were talking about 
being tired and worn out, about 
having “senioritis.”
After four years—no, 
make that 18 years, plus kinder- 
garden-seniors have had i t  
Whether we want to or not, 
we’re thinking of one of two 
things: either no longer being 
protected within the structure of
V iewpoint
By
T h o m a s
H ooppaw
schooling, or four to six more 
years of school in pursuit of a 
master’s degree.
Being a senior is the 
loneliest time. To be honest, 
I’m scared. Up until I came to 
Olivet, I really wasn’t liked, I 
really didn’t have any friends.
So I created a sort of 
dream-state in my mind of the 
kind of life I wanted to be in. I 
did not truly interact with other. 
people, except in my mind.
Abraham Lincoln once 
said, “I have been driven many 
times to my knees by the 
overwhelming conviction that I 
had nowhere else to go. My 
own wisdom and that of all 
about me seemed insufficient for 
the day.”
Ezekiel 18 says that we 
are not bound by our own 
personal past; that each day of 
our lives presents a new possibil­
ity for becoming what God 
intended that we should each 
become from the moment of our 
birth—new and whole.
This year, God has 
worked through some special 
friends (special friends I thought 
I’d never have) to change my 
low spiritual life to one striving
to please Him. I ’m alive with 
the music of being set free and 
the miracle of rebirth. And I’ve 
thrust my energy into various 
activities at Olivet so that I 
might express this joy.
But as Student Body 
President Pam Stouder said in 
her chapel address this fall, we 
at Olivet are “sheltered in this 
Christian commuity and the real 
test comes when we go out into 
the real world.”
I’ve already experienced 
this to a certain point. In my 
part time job, dealing with the 
public—all kinds of people— 
I’ve found that since I refound 
Christ, I have a new attitude 
making it easier to let Him shine 
through any situation.
II Timothy 1:7-8 says, 
"For God did not give us a spirit 
of timidity, but a spirit of 
power, of love, of self-disci­
pline. So do not be ashamed to 
testify about our Lord.”
Though I’m still scared 
and uncertain about going into 
the real world, putting together 
more than a Pilgrim hat but 
being thankful to God, I can’t 
help but think of the words to an 
old hymn:
“I  heard the voice o f Jesus say,
‘I  am this dark world’s light; 
Look unto Me, thy morn shall 
rise,
And all thy day be bright!’
I  looked to Jesus, and I  found in 
Him my star, my sun;
And in that light o f life I ’ll 
walk,
Till trav'ling days are done." 
(Rev. Horatious Bonar, 1846)
Jo h n  P anozzo & Sons
"A Friend of Olivet”
Special consideration given to 
Olivet students
Specializing in cut flowers 
and corsages,
Fresh Produce
Route 50 North, Kankakee 
933-3305
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Public relations group gets new member
Thomas Hooppaw 
News Editor
The Olivetians, a public 
relations singing group for Olivet 
established February 1988, has 
replaced two of its members this 
-fall, a tenor and a pianist.
According to Brian Allen, 
alumni director, the decision was 
based on the need of the two 
members , Greg Burch and Alex 
Anderson, who have other re- 
sposibilities that would take away 
from time needed for travel.
“I have a feeling that stu­
dents are busier that they used to 
be...not acedamics, I ’m not going 
to blame it on that, but they are 
involved in more activities,” said 
Allen.
Greg Burch, the group’s 
pianist and 1988-89 winner of the 
Walter B. Larsen Award/Naomi 
Larsen Scholorship and the 
Neilson Young Piano Scholor­
ship, is a senior majoring in mu­
sic. Being his last year at Olivet, 
he said that he “needed more time 
to concentrate on studies.”
Burch also on occasion : 
doubled with Alex Anderson as 
tenor. Anderson, junior and resi­
dent assistant at Chapman men’s 
Resident Hall, also needs time at
Olivet instead of being on the 
road, and is leaving the group.
On the evening of Aug 31, 
eight people auditioned as re­
placements. Allen said the major­
ity of applicants were freshmen.
The group, as with other 
PR groups, travels weekends and 
summers ministering in song at 
youth camps and churches across 
the district recruiting potential 
Olivet students. Allen added that 
there is only a week after return­
ing from the summer tour until 
school resumes.
After consideration by the 
Olivetians, only one position was 
filled. Matt Brown, senior, will 
double as pianist and tenor. Allen 
said that if the arrangement 
doesn’t work, “we can always 
change our minds and add an­
other. We would never do any­
thing to sacrifice or jeopardize the 
quality of the group.”.
He said the reason for hir­
ing only one was:
■  To save on the budget, 
even though the position “is not 
that big of an expenditure.”
■  His personal policy o f 
not putting new people [fresh­
Members of the Olivetians (left to right) are Ellen Steward, Phil Steward, John Klavohn, 
Jennifer Hasselbring, Debbie McClure and new member Matt Brown. (GlimmerGlass photo by Andy 
Peckens)
len. “It takes a special kind of 
person who really loves the Lord 
and ministry.” The Olivetians, he
said, were not “stand-off, but 
good one on one.”
men] on the road so they miss out 
on what Olivet has to offer.
“I always hate when we 
have to replace a PR member, 
especially when it’s a group that 
can get along together,” said Al-
The other members of the 
Olivetians are Debbie McClure, 
Ellen Steward, Phil Steward, Jen­
nifer Hasselbring and Jon Kla­
vohn.
Drama auditions set for ONU
Auditions for Parable 
'90, a drama and music ensemble 
of Nazarene students, will be held 
on Oct. 25-26 at Olivet. Nazarene 
Youth International from Naza­
rene Headquarters in Kansas City 
will be sponsoring the group for a 
third year.
Last year’s ensemble, 
Parable '89, logged 12,000 miles 
and ministered to over 11,000 
people in local congregations, 
youth camps and NYI conven­
tions. Parable sought to share the 
message of healing, reconcili­
ation and love that should charac­
terize the Christian family.
Parable '89 performed 33 
times during General Assembly in 
Indianapolis in June. On tour, 
they performed 50 presentations 
in eight weeks.
According to Alan E. 
Johnson, Parable coordinator,
"the seven young people who 
njade up Parable '89 gave their 
lives to ministry this summer. The 
churches they went to will reap the 
benefit of their message for years 
to come."
! Parable '89 presented
two complete programs: Home 
Again: Portrait of a Family by 
Dennis Shippy and Jeff Kennedy, 
a musical comedy of family love 
and memories, and Parable Proj­
ect, a collection of humorous 
sketches and contemporary music 
designed to help its audience fo­
cos on Christian responsibility.
The seven members of 
Parable '89 were Anita Barber, 
Northwest Nazarene College, 
Carolyn Behr, Mount Vemon 
Nazarene College, Julia Mingle- 
dorff, Eastern Nazarene College, 
Jonathon Mowry, Northwest 
Nazarene College, Lewis Stark,
Olivet Nazarene University,-,, 
Wendy Wicks, Eastern Nazarene 
College,- and Kristian Wilson, 
Mount Vemon Nazarene College.
This summer PARABLE 
’90 will tour the western United 
States presenting a new musical- 
drama about family relationships. 
The ensemble will meet for train­
ing camp in June in Kansas City, 
MO.
Parrott
addresses
board
■PARROTT, cont. from p.l 
■ citing teachers and best communi­
cators we have,” Dr. Parrott said. 
On the subject of chapel, he added, 
“It is my hope that in a four-year 
span, a student will hear a good 
sampling of the best speakers 
within the denomination and be- . 
yond.” i
Dr. Parrott also praised the ' 
faculty for their Christian ex­
ample.
“They are good people and 
I support them and all of their 
colleagues as persons whose theo­
logical orthodoxy and Christian 
example are true-blue,” Dr. Parrott 
said. “The faculty of Olivet are 
good people both spiritually and 
academically. And that is a rare' 
combination in our secular soci- - 
ety.”
Gift sparks plan 
for photo class
Gordon Armstrong 
Staff Writer
Plans for a new photogra­
phy class are underway for next 
semester#
The plans were made pos­
sible by a gift given last spring by 
a “friend” of Olivet, Mayme 
Carmichael, in order to fully 
equip the two darkrooms in 
Larsen Fine Arts Center, accord­
ing to Dr. Harvey Cojlins, chair­
man of the arts department
Mrs. Carmichael is the 
wife of the late Dr. Vernal 
Carmichael, author and former 
head of the business department 
In past years, Mrs. Carmichael has 
given many donations to Olivet 
Dr. Collins said “she called 
up one day last spring and asked if 
we needed anything in the depart­
ment. We needed $1000, so she 
sent us a check for $1000.”
Dr. Ivor Newsham, vice 
president for academic affairs, 
said, however, the class will need 
the approval of four groups before 
it will be granted. The groups will 
be the department of art, the divi­
sion of Fine Arts, the Academic 
Affairs Commission and the en­
tire faculty.
The next step will be to 
find a teacher for the class, said 
Dr. Collins. He said Stephen 
Vanciel, of media services, would
have been teaching it, but resigned 
to take a new post in Florida.
Dr. Collins added that 
Kankakee photgrapher, David 
Merkle, owner of Colonial Stu­
dios, will be teaching the class 
instead.
Dr. Newsham said, “We 
are still considering the class. 
Nothing has been spent of the 
money yet.”
Dr. Collins said that since 
the darkroom in Benner Library 
has been closed, he hopes that the 
art department will be able to use 
some of the equipment
According to Dr. Collins, 
the class will most likely be run on 
a one-time basis pending interest 
in the subject He said there is 
already enough interest shown on 
the part of the students to warrant 
the class.
“There is presently one 
class in Photography; we are hop­
ing to offer another in black and 
white photography and graphics 
and a third in animation,” Dr. 
Collins said. “We want in the 
future to offer a major in photog­
raphy and graphics.”
Collins said the new class 
is not meant to compete with the 
existing Photography class, 
taught by Prof. Frank Garton, but 
would serve as a complementary 
course. Prof. Garton would be 
unable to teach the newxlass due 
to his present schedule, Dr. 
Collins said.
Stephen Vanciel
Media services director leaves
John Wegforth 
Staff Writer
Stephen Vanciel, director 
of media services, left Olivet 
Sept 29 after resigning as media 
specialist,
Vanciel said he will be 
relocating in Orlando, Fla. where 
he plans to set u¡5 a production 
consulting firm geared toward 
convention services.
Vanciel began with media 
services in 1976, shortly after the 
construction of Benner Library 
and Resource Center. Media serv­
ices, located on the lower level of 
the library, includes a television/ 
audio/video studio which Vanciel 
helped to implement
While at Olivet, Vanciel 
worked with instructional tech­
nology, televison production and 
dramatics.
He said that since his arri-
United
Way
s
JOB OPENINGS
• Editorial Assistants
• Sales Representatives 
Reporters
Apply in person 
G lim m erG lass  office 
Lower level Ludwig
val, he has seen “significant prog­
ress in the facilities."
"They are light years 
ahead of where they were,” Van­
ciel said.
Vanciel said that media 
services provides all the audio and 
visual equipment requested by 
faculty each week and works on 
creative projects for the school.
He added that media serv­
ices have provided various special 
presentations for the faculty, in­
cluding chemistry lab tapes for 
Dr. Larry Ferren and a television 
segment advertising Olivet on 
local television stations.
Most recently, he said, 
media services used a high-qual­
ity broadcast camera to film Ol­
ivet Tiger football games for the 
coaches and team viewing.
Vanciel said he believes 
there is incredible potential in the
media services at Olivet. He said 
that during the past 13 years, stu­
dents have played a large part in 
his sense of reward.
“One of the rewarding 
aspects,” he said, “is to convey
some knowledge to students and 
see them take it and use it.”
While at Olivet, Vanciel 
helped design the lighting and 
sound system in Kresge Audito­
rium, in Larsen Fine Arts Center.
He was also involved in upgrading 
the sound system in Chalfant Hall 
two years ago.
he will be relocating in 
Orlando, Fla, where he plans to set 
up a production consulting firm
"...largest locally owned 
bank in Kankakee land"
Bourbonnais and Kankakee 
935-7000 
Member FDIC
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Paul Mitchell
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The Kankakee chapter of 
the United Way organization 
announced that over 16301 
people in the Kankakee area were 
aided from monies donated alst 
year.
United Way, based on 
increasing the organized capac­
ity of people to care for one an­
other, includes such branches as 
YMCA, YWCA, USO, Salvation 
Army, American Red Cross, 
Easter Seal, Hospice, Rainbow 
Council Boy Scouts, Dr. Martin 
Luther King Center and the Ar­
thritis Foundation.
Last year, 11,992 people 
were given emergency help 
through the Salvation Army.
Also, 438 adults and 
children, victims of violence and 
sexual assult, were helped by 
Harbor House; 275 needy chil­
dren received free YMCA mem­
berships; 160 children of low- 
income families recieved help 
from the Kankakee Mental Health 
Center, 98 families received Day 
Care and Latch Key services 
through the YWCA.
To donate to the 1989-90 
campaign or for more informa­
tion, contact The United Way of 
Kankakee County at 932-7476.
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from coast to coast. And no wonder. 
It adds up to a big, hearty spread 
without blowing the budget.
So have things your way. Come 
on ia  Anytime. For a Whopper, 
fries, and a drink.
Receive 10% off 
with ONU Student ID.
Good Only At...
925 E. Court Kankakee and 355 Kennedy Dr., Bradley 
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Holocaust victims remembered in exhibit
Lori Mills 
Staff Writer
In the bloodiest war in 
American history, the Civil War, 
618,000 Americans died, the 
country was devastated. Yet dur­
ing the Holocaust in Europe of 
1933-1945, six million Jews were 
murdered.
Rabbi Abraham Joshua 
Heschel, philosopher, theologian' 
and teacher, said, “Six million 
were wiped off the face of the 
earth. And there is the danger that 
they will also be annihilated from 
our memories. Are they doomed 
to a two-fold annihilation?”
Rabbi Heschel feared that 
those individuals would fade from 
our memories only to be recalled 
as statistics.
To increase student aware­
ness of the Holocaust victims, 
Prof. Vincent Arnold, history 
department, organized a pictoral 
exhibit of the Holocaust
The exhibit ran from Sept 
22-OcL 7 in Larsen Fine Arts 
Center’s Brandenburg Gallery. -
“Sept 1 marks the 50th 
anniversary of the beginning of
‘ 0 _
makes us just as respon­
sible as an S.S. officer who 
forced Jews into gas 
chambers/
-P ro f. Vincent Arnold 
History Department
World War II. My original idea 
was to do something on World 
War n . Students seemed most 
interested in the Holocaust yet 
they knew little about i t  I wanted 
to increase student awareness,” 
said Prof. Arnold.
Prof. Arnold believes that 
during the war, Americans were 
not as well informed about the 
Holocaust as they should have 
been.
He thinks the government 
was aware of what was taking 
place, yet did not react and that 
the country did not see the horror 
of the Holocaust until after the war 
once pictures had been taken and 
circulated.
“Our non-action makes us 
just as responsible as an S.S. offi­
cer who forced Jews into gas 
chambers,” Prof. Arnold said.
Therefore, to increase 
awareness, the History Depart­
ment and Phi Alpha Theta, an 
honor society, organized the ex­
hibit. The Materials in the exhibit 
were donated by various sources. 
They used the posters the Anti- 
Defamation League and the Si­
mon Wiesenthal Center together 
produced. The displayed artifacts 
^belong to a private collector. 
Additional artifacts were also 
provided by the National Holo­
caust Foundation. ■ •’
Prof. Arnold consulted a 
local rabbi, Rabbi Yanow, about 
music. In order to maintain Jewish 
integrity, they decided to use the 
music of Bloch, a  Jewish com­
poser. Included on the tape are 
“Conserto Grosso” and a Caddish, 
which is similar to a death re­
quiem.
“The music sets a mood of 
introspection and sadness, which 
is what I wanted to convey to the 
students,” said Prof. Arnold.
“Students feel that the 
addition of the audio part of the 
exhibit impacted them more (than 
the visual part) because (the mu­
sic) conveyed sadness.”
“Never again should one 
culture be singled out as subhu­
man,” he said.
IG&G/Broadway
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In addition to the posters in the Holocaust exhibit, Nazi artifacts were also displayed. Among the items were a 
flag, helmets and bayonet blades. (GlimmerGlass photo by Jeff Keys)
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ONU, Salvation Army 
cooperate to aid cadets
Dianna Horton 
Staff Writer
Folklore lives in Olivet festival
Erin Bergeron-Richey 
Staff Writer
The sights, sounds and 
smells of various cultures filled 
the air as students sampled one 
another’s work at the First Annual 
Folklore Festival at Olivet Thurs. 
Sept 28. Dr. Shirlee McGuire’s 
folklore class held the festival at 
the Warming House.
The purpose of the folk­
lore festival was to make students 
realize that folklore is not dead, 
according to Dr. McGuire. “I 
want the students to get the feel of 
‘folklore in performance’,” she 
said.
Among the activities held 
were a riddling contest, an arts and 
crafts exhibit, a biscuit eating 
contest Students ate various eth­
nic or folklore foods and taught 
each other songs and games.
Projects in the arts and 
crafts exhibit included a quilt 
made from remnants of past proj­
ects, afghans, grape-vine 
wreaths, com husk dolls, God’s- 
eyes, stuffed cats, and Dr. 
McGuire’s teddy bears.
In addition, an Egyptian 
scroll and authentic clothing from 
African casual wear to Japanese 
kimonos were displayed.
There was a variety of 
food including Mexican, African, 
and Italian meals, Norwegian pas­
try, Japanese soup, and Chinese 
egg rolls. Some American dishes 
were apple danish cookies, cheese 
spread, and marzipan potatoes.
Students played jacks, the 
. memory game, a Bahamian game,
T■he importance of the 
folklore festival and in any 
folklore course, is to en­
courage the student to 
delve into his own .cultural 
heritage, to preserve the 
best of the past, so he can 
pass it on to the future.'
-D r. Shirlee McGuire 
English department
a hand clap game called “East- 
West” and an English game called 
“Cat and Mouse.”
Songs students sang in- 
. eluded Bluegrass music, African 
slave songs, a song from the 
Keyan Kihwyu Tribe, and Scot­
tish songs.
At the riddling contest, 
students took turns telling and 
solving riddles. Some riddles 
wore original and some were from 
books.
“I think it’s very important 
ft»* people to accept their past, so 
they can accept themselves. We 
should be proud of our heritage, 
and that includes the riddles from 
our childhood and old stories that 
our grandparents told us,” Dr. 
McGuire said.
One student, Sonja 
Hickson, dressed in folkloric cos­
tume. She said that she wore a 
Norwegian dress that came from 
Aandahlness, her ancestors' 
home.
VANA'S PUMPKIN LAND
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According to Dr. McGuire 
her goals were accomplished and 
she would like to do it again. “If I 
had several folklore classes, I 
would have a folklore festival for 
the entire school,” she said. - 
“The importance of the 
folklore festival and in any folk­
lore course, is to encourage the 
student to delve into his own cul­
tural heritage, to preserve the best 
of the past, so he can pass it on to 
the future,” Dr. McGuire said.
ONU and the Salvation 
Army are connected in a way that 
is not well-known to students.
The Salvation Army and 
Olivet have been working to­
gether to let the Salvation Army 
cadets (students) earn an Associ­
ate of Arts degree from Olivet
Thè program, which be­
gan in 1980, is designed to give 
the cadets a chance to receive 
courses that are notavailableat the 
Salvation Army School For Offi­
cers’ Training, located by 
Wrigley Field in Chicago.
In addition to the two-year 
associate’s degree, Olivet also 
offers two master’s programs in 
which the cadets participate: the 
Master’s of Church Management 
and the Master’s of Pastoral 
Counseling which Dr. Joseph 
Neilson, social sciences division 
chairman, developed.
The Salvation Army offi­
cers involved in the master’s pro­
grams come to and remain on 
Olivet's campus two to three 
weeks per year to fulfill require­
ments for the graduate degrees.
The associate’s degree 
program is to help cadets be pre­
pared to take a corp (equivalent to 
a church). The cadets stay at their 
school to take classes for their 
ONU degree. Each semester 01-
. ivet sends one professor to the 
school in Chicago to teach the: 
courses. Most professors teach 
there twice a week.
This semester, Prof. Lot-, 
tie Phillips, English department, 
is teaching at the Officers’ Train­
ing School. In the past, other pro­
fessors, such as Dr. Gary Streit, 
now the dean of the graduate 
school, have taught for the pro­
gram.
In the associate's program 
cadets are offered such courses as 
English Composition, Introduc­
tion to Literature and Community 
Health. In previous years, Olivet 
has also offered accounting or 
computer courses.
Dr. Ivor Newsham, vice 
{Resident of academic affairs, said 
that Olivet likes to invlove the 
Salvation Army cadets in the 
campus atmosphere at least once a 
year. ONU sponsors Visitors’ 
Day, similar to Red Carpet Days, 
which cadets attend.
Forty-four students are in 
¡the associate's degree program. 
There have been 40 to 80 students 
enrolled at one time in past years.
A bachelor’s degree pro­
gram is in its beginning stages, but 
Dr. Newsham said he believes that 
the future looks promising for i t
Business positions open
Paid advertising representatives needed to 
expand the growing GlimmerGlass sales 
staff. Earn valuable experience while 
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Qualifications:
-must have access to a car 
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Subway, the new Sandwich and Salad Shop in 
town will be opening soon.
W e w ill be hiring fo r day & night sh ifts - fu ll 
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APPLY IN PERSON AT 
THE NEW SUBWAY 
646 S. Main in Bourbonnais
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13th 
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management field.
646 S. MAIN, BOURBONNAIS
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WONU strives for excellence
Tim Porter 
Staff Writer
Growth and change are 
friends to WONU-AM and FM 
radio stations. With the help of 
several recent additions and a pro­
posal, these processes will con­
tinue in ONU's broadcasting serv­
ices.
According to Dr. Henry 
Smith, director of broadcasting 
services, additions to WONU this 
semester are “Afternoon Forum,” 
an interview program, and“Music 
Showcase,” a program highlight­
ing some of the cultural programs 
available at Olivet.
Dr^:; Smith presented to 
President Leslie Parrott a pro­
posal outlining long range goals 
for the radio station.
“Afternoon Forum” is a 
public service highlighting vari­
ous personalities in the commu­
nity, special guests visiting the 
campus, and University person­
nel. Guests for this semester have 
included Rev. Bob Hoots; John 
Mongerson, director of admis­
sions; and a missionary.
The 15-minute interview 
program airs every Thursday at 
2; 30 pm on the FM station (89.7). 
Roger Hale hosts the program.
With “Music Showcase” 
the station plans to broadcast on- 
campus cultural events, such as 
student recitals. The program 
debuted in September when it 
aired the freshman Honors Re­
cital.
6
bviously with this 
year's budget cut, the only 
way that something like 
that would be forthcoming 
soon would be if we got a 
major donor.'
-D r. Henry Smith 
Director of Broadcasting 
Services
The proposal Dr. Smith 
gave Dr. Parrott outlined three 
goals.
According to Dr. Smith, 
the proposal, "Space, Equipment, 
and Personnel Proposal for 
WONU," presents further steps to 
bring the radio station “up to a 
level of professionalism that 
would securely place it in the 
Chicago market”
One of the proposals sug­
gests that the space come from the 
Benner Library archives and stor­
age space, adjacent to the station. 
An architect has constructed pre­
liminary plans to give the station 
an idea of what might be available 
to them.
The library has already 
begun moving its archives to the 
basement and clearing out its stor­
age space. No building will take 
place here soon, but Dr. Smith 
hopes to move some desks and 
offices into the new area as the 
library leaves the area.
TACO JOHN'S
is celebrating!
Come in now and ask for 
your Free bithday card.
It has a scratch-off panel 
that'll bring you back for 
a Free TACO JOHN"S 
food item!
Register to w in  a 
b ike com plim ents 
of Pepsi Cola
~ m m m m —
12 TACOS G
5.99
Limit 2 - Expires Oct. 31 
not good with any other 
discount offer.
TACO JOHN'S
"~Soft"sheIl G
Potato Oles 
16 oz. Drink
1.99
Limit 2 - Expires Oct. 31 
not good with any other 
discount offer.
TACO JOHN’S
/ (^ T rJ w tfo h rib *  
J 2 0 tfi I 
Qltthd& j!
G 10 Soft- c 
Shell Tacos
5.99
Limit 2 - Expires Oct. 31 
not good with any other 
discount offer.
TACO JOHN’S
^ e e f  or Chicken G 
Chimichanga
1.99
Limit 2 - Expires Oct. 31 
not good with any other 
discount offer.
TACO JOHN'S
TACO JOHN'S
Once we getcha, we gotcha!
484 S. Kennedy Dr., Bradley - 939-3064 
Sun.-Thurs. 10:30-11:00; Fri. & Sat. 10:30-1:00
According to Dr. Smith, 
the added spacq would allow be­
ginning students to train in one 
studio, progressing students to 
work on the AM station and expe­
rienced, professional students to 
work on the FM station.
Upon arriving at Olivet in 
July 1988, Dr. Smith says he felt 
that the station needed more 
space. He immediately began con­
versations with Dr. Ivor 
Newsham, chairman of the radio 
committee, about the potential for 
expanding. Dr. Newham agreed 
that more space was needed, and 
they began to look for potential 
areas for this space.
Two main additions of 
equipment is the second need 
addressed by the proposal. The 
first is a new FM studio and equip­
ment The present FM equipment 
would be moved to the AM studio, 
and the AM equipment would be 
used in a class training studio. The 
second addition is a new produc­
tion room. Dr. Smith says the 
station does not have as adequate a 
facility as it should have to do 
quality interviews.
The third goal addressed 
by t he proposal is personnel addi­
tions. The radio station would like 
to use both students and profes- 
sional/facul ty personnel. The goal 
would not be to lessen student in- 
volvement but to provide more 
full-time, professional guidance.
Dr. Smith said he would 
like to eventually add a secretary, 
music director and production di­
rector.
Dr. Newsham and Dr. 
Smith both stressed that these are 
long range objectives. A time 
table has been set; Dr. Newsham 
said WONU will need to wait for 
money to become available.
“Obviously with this 
year’s budget cut, the only way 
that something like that would be 
forthcoming soon would be if we 
got a major donor,” Dr. Smith 
said.
“The acquisition of that 
space has been approved. . . 
.However, how quicly that space 
will be recovered or when the 
remodeling might start is com-' 
pletely uncertain.” He added. “I 
felt that an important step had 
been taken.”
The radio station and the 
administration want WONU to 
become totally self-supporting, 
with no money coming from 
places other than the University.
The spring Share-A-Thon 
will play an important role in this 
goal and in the proposal, espe­
cially concerning personnel.
Share-A-Thon contribu­
tions have been increasing, and 
Dr. Smith hopes to see last year’s 
contribution of $25,000double in 
the near future.
Dr. Smith contends, 
though, that it is very important 
that the radio station does not fluc­
tuate from year to year. “It is not 
my intention to be shaking up the 
program continually,” he said.
Last year, some fiinda- • 
mental changes were made. He 
describes it as an organizational 
year.For now, the station is con­
tent to live with recent changes 
and minor adjustments.
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Traffic manager Angela Alvarado and discjockey JoAnn DeFries are 
two of the people working at WONU. One of the goals of the station is to 
hire three new staff members: a secretary, music director, and produc­
tion editor. (GlimmerGlass photo by Andy Peckens)
É
he acquisition of 
that space has been ap­
proved.... However, how 
quickly that space will be 
recovered or when the re­
modeling might start is 
completely uncertain.’
-D r. Henry Smith 
Director of Broadcasting 
Services
For the future, Dr. Smith 
would like to conduct research to 
find out how the station is doing in 
its market
He also places much im -. 
portance on the AM station. The 
station provides a service to stu­
dents and helps improve the qual­
ity of the FM station by training 
student workers. Dr. Smith wants 
the AM station to “grow in stature,
. . .have more student involve­
ment, even from non-majors, and 
be taken seriously.”
WONU has matte several 
major changes in the past several 
years. In 1986, under Prof. Don 
Toland, the radio station drasti­
cally increased its power to 
35,000 watt£--the maximum 
power a station can have.
According to Dr. Smith, it 
is rare that an educational station 
lias this much power. The station 
has a protected radius of 60 miles 
but can reach much farther. 
WONU is included in the south­
ern Chicago market
The contemporary music 
AM station (540), was also added 
when WONU increased its watt­
age.
When Dr. Smith came, the 
station changed its call letters 
from WKOC to WONU. A major 
program change was also imple­
mented. Many teaching and 
preaching programs were cut ,to 
play more music, according to Dr. 
Smith.
The station has tried to be 
more sensitive and responsive to 
its audience. Dr. Smith cited two 
examples of the change: the 
station changed to CNN News 
from UPI and after 10 pm it plays 
contemporary music aimed to­
ward young adults.
The target audience of the 
station was also changed from 
people 35 or 40 years old and 
over, that has now changed to 25 
to 54 years old. It specifically 
targets 35 year olds. According to 
Dr. Smith this has given the sta­
tion a different flavor, and one 
that will not change in the near fu­
ture.
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Saints march 
over Tigers 15-12
John A. Small 
Opinions Editor
Not all lessons come easy.
Ask the members of the 
Olivet football team. The Tigers 
hosted the College of St. Francis 
on Sept 30 and, despite a 12-6 
lead halfway through the fourth 
quarter, fell victim to a 15-12 de­
feat.
Both teams now have iden­
tical records of 3-2.
The Tigers took control 
early in the contest, driving 72 
yards in 10 plays during their very 
first possession and claiming four 
first downs in the process.
The drive climaxed with 
Greg Huffs two-yard touchdown 
drive to give the Tigers a 6-0 lead. 
The score remained at 6-0 
throughout the remainder of the 
first half, due primarily to astrong 
defensive performance that saw 
Olivet hold the Saints on fourth 
down three times during the half.
It was this strong perform­
ance that brought Olivet to within 
aneyelash of victory, according to 
Tiger Coach Dennis Roland.
, “I was very proud of the
defensive players,” Roland told 
the Kankakee Daily Journal after 
the game. “They played hard, had 
great mental preparation and great 
execution, and proved they could 
get the job don6.”
The Sl Francis comeback 
started at the beginning of the 
third quarter, when Saints quar­
terback Dan Goggins hit tailback 
John Larsen with a 13-yard touch­
down pass to tie the score at 6-6.
The tie held well into the 
fourth quarter. Corey Bell fought 
past several would-be tacklers to 
hit tight end Scott Frye with a 10- 
yard touchdown pass. The play 
ended a five-minute, 39-second 
drive. Both of the Tigers' at­
tempts at extra points proved un­
successful, and it was these missed 
conversions that would come back 
to haunt the team.
Immediately after Frye 
scored the touchdown, the Saints 
responded with another game- 
tying 68-yard drive of their own.
From there things began to 
move back and forth quickly. The 
Tigers managed to drive into the 
Saints’ territory on their next
Cory Bell gets rid of the ball quickly rushed by the S t Francis defense. S t Francis defeated the Tigers 15-12 
in an all-out battle Saturday. (GlimmerGlass photo by Jeff Keys)
possession but were halted on the 
fourth down. S t Francis re­
sponded with a strong drive into 
the Olivet territory but fumbled. 
Olivet recovered, but was again
unable to pick up a first down.
The Saints eventually 
emerged victorious with 42 sec­
onds left in the game, when kicker 
; John Chappetto booted a 21-yard
fieldgoal. ItwasChappetto’sfirst 
successful attempt all day. Like 
the Olivet kicker, Chappetto had 
missed two extra-point attempts 
earlier.
Fall baseball is a big hit
Kenny Davis 
Assistant Sports Editor
The men’s baseball team 
opened up their fall season against 
Kankakee Community College on 
Sept. 15. The Tigers, who are 
getting in shape for their regular 
spring season, have a 21-game 
fall schedule.
“The fall season is mainly 
to get the new members of the 
team a chance to adjust to our 
program,” said Coach Brian 
Baker.
The Tigers are led by nine 
seniors: Darrin Davis, Lou
Hansen, Scott Wakeley, Trent 
Eshelman, Steve Lane, Paul 
O’Callaghan, Scott Wambsganss, 
Angel Colon and Mike Val- 
langeon.
“This year is the largest
Office Supplies 
& Machines
McjGrcctk LÜhcdßn
Office Equipment, Inc.
148 N. Kinzié (RT 50 N) 
Bradley, IL 
933-3358
senior class that we have ever had 
and I think these nine players are 
going to set good examples for the 
younger players,” Coach Baker 
said.
The Tigers will also have 
nine returning starters that know 
the program very well. Returning 
for the Tigers: Davis, Hansen, 
W akeley,^ Eshelman, Lane, 
Kenny Davis, Colon, Mike Ba- 
dorek and Hector Navaro.
“We are looking for our 
best season ever. There’s no doubt 
that this team has more talent than 
the previous year. With the nine 
returning players we should get a 
good start on the spring season 
since they're already familiar with 
our program,” said Coach Baker.
The Tigers have filled 
their weak positions with five 
transfer students: seniors; Paul 
O’Callaghan from Oklahoma
State University and Scott 
Wambsganss from Western Ken­
tucky University; junior Mike 
Angel from South Suburban Jun­
ior College; sophomores Tom 
Waldrop from Iowa Western 
University and Sean Stark from 
Lakeland Junior College.
“We had an excellent re­
cruiting year, and I feel like all of 
the transfers can step in and con­
tribute to our team,” Coach Baker 
said.
The Tigers are playing 
.500 ball right now with only two 
weeks left of the fall season.
“The score is not the im­
portant thing, the important thing 
is that the players get a chance to 
get back to playing in a game 
situation and also that each player 
tries to work to improve their 
game,” he said.
Gary Davis rounds third on his way home. The Tigers split against St. 
Xavier in their second game of the fall season. (GlimmerGlass photo by 
Dave Magry) SINCE .1936
HEADQUARTERS
. Family Hair Care
for Men and Women
538 S. Main, Bourbonnais 
(across from Chicago Dough) 
Call 939-4344 for appt.
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Teammates hope to s e rv e tta  winner
The women’s tennis team 
is winding down tbeir season I 
with only one match left on their ^ H k Ee I P
s c h e d u ie M H  ¡ ■ ¡ I  P »
Out of the eight matches ^  ify^V;4.V;v<* ^
the team played this year, i  ■'£*:< ' - -  i  &■
they’ve only brought home One H
team victory. However, the 8 |/  ■ • . |  
team’s standing doesn’t portray B I N¿'"v ' = -f 
the real playing abilities of the ;■v--’^
P y “B r a *  M I»« ™ l Tori i | v ‘; i  \
Tremaine are a$ good as any two K ^ V V  wm hi
players in the District,” said
Coach Jeff Schimmelpfennig. . > . • '  mStfM  W&^*$
B  Miller and Tremaine are f  V*
seeded first and second on the -V  ■ « & .
team. Both girls have won their
last four single matches and to- H k £* \  M M W i
gether they make up the No. 1 ^  ? H W m ..
doubles team, going undefeated g f r "
in their last four. '  m ? v . - y | / ¿ g g g * S  ' £*i
The Lady Tigers will com-
pete jlagaiost Northeastern at jul  i Ik
home on Oct. IB. Districts will , ' ' '■ a  %•:? • i  ,
follow on Oct. 21' in Springfield, 1
been several years
since w e ||| had a legitimate * ‘ ^  V * **• I f e i
chance at "winning Districts,” ,, „,,,
Coach Schimmelpfennig said. "1 Tori Tremaine prepares to serve for the Tigers. Tremaine Is 
feel confident that Brenda and s®«^ second in singles and first along with Brenda Miller in 
Tori will have a chancey*^B,ii™Bdoubies‘ f i l l  8  01 |
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Brenda Miller serves one from the line. Miller is seeded first in 
singles and first along with Tori Tremaine in doubles:
Soccer team close to breaking even
Candy Neiman 
Sports Editor
The ONU soccer team was 
defeated last Wednesday by the 
College of St. Francis 3-2. |
“We should’ve won 
against the Saints,” said Coach
Larry Cary
<
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The Tigers had plenty of 
opportunities to score Wednes­
day. They had possession of the 
ball for 10 minutes and made at 
least half a dozen shots but 
couldn’t get one in. In fact the 
Tigers almost scored in the second 
half on a ball shot from in front of 
the goal but it bounced off the 
cross-bar.
"St. Francis isagoodteam 
and we kept on them all through 
the game. It was our first confer­
ence game of the season and I 
would’ve really liked to see the 
boys bring home a win. The team 
played well and I’m really excited 
about that," said Coach Cary.
The Tigers have found 
some unexpected strengths 
among their new players. Fresh­
man, Rodney Durbin, a full-back* 
came from all the way in the back- 
field to score.
"It’s really great how these 
young players have progressed. If 
thiscontinues we are definitely on 
our way to having a winning sea­
son next year," said Coach Cary.
Family Styling
"A Salon... 
...Just for You "
H aircut.............__ ..........____:.:...;......‘..$7.00
Blow dry and Sets....;...C...,....C......$7.00
9 3 3 - 3 7 9 2  
Walk ins Welcome 
Night appointments available Members of the ONU soccer team try to steal the ball and use it to their advantage. (GttmmerGlass photo by Stacy Skcox)
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Volleyball team 
facing setbacks
Wendell Seymour 
Staff Writer
The Olivet Nazarene Uni­
versity women’s volleyball team 
kicked off their 1989 schedule 
Sept 21, against S t Francis. The 
Saints brought with them a 13-1 
record and were selected by Vol­
leyball Monthly Magazine to win 
the national title this year.
The Tigers were unable to 
defeat the Saints. However, they 
did manage to rally for as many as 
eight points against the St. Francis 
defense.
In their second match 
against Eureka College, the,Lady 
Tigers rebounded to win in five 
games, but did not achieve the 
level of court intensity sought 
after by Coach Brenda Patterson.
The Tigers lost their next 
two matches falling to Illinois 
Wesleyan in three games and to 
National College in five games.
The Tigers came back 
fighting and defeated Northeast­
ern Illinois University on 
Northeastern’s home court This 
raised their record to 2-3.
On Sept 30, the Tigers 
participated in the Wheaton Col­
lege Invitational. They were vic­
torious against Malone College 
and Chicago State University, 
while falling to S t Mary’s Col­
lege, Carrol College, Illinois 
Wesleyan and Wheaton. This 
dropped their record to 4-7.
The Tigers contnued to run 
into problems last weekend at the 
Trinity Christian Tournament 
The Tigers lost all three matches 
and their record now stands at 4- 
10.
So far, the Tigers have 
built their nucleus around the 
three seniors: Cathy DeFries, 
Mindy Travillion and Mindy 
Shelboume. “DeFries and Shel- 
bourne have been sharing the du­
ties as floor Jeader. Cathy looks 
very good coming off an ankle 
injury; she is a sparkplug for this 
team,” Coach Patterson said.
Other returning players are 
sophomores Andrea Beougher, 
Lawanna Coleman and Ann Wis- 
miller. Beougher is a setter, but 
also has been used as a backcourt 
specialist Coleman is a5-7 hitter, 
while Wismiller has seen action in
The lady Tigers keep it alive. The women’s volleyball team is rebuilding and standing strong. (GlimmerGlass
photo by Jeff Keys) 
the backcourt
First year players include 
hitters Julie Overpeck, Anette 
Frank, Lee Ellen Voigt, Karla 
Lehnert, Beth Schoenwetter, 
Angie Joseph, Kathy Bigham and 
Kathy Jewel
Overpeck went down with 
an ankle injury against National 
College but was able to resume 
play last Wednesday against 
Mundeline College.
This year’s team is made 
up of eight first year players and
only six experienced college play­
ers.
“I am pleased with the 
progress the freshmen have 
made,” she said.
Olivet has its own 'Bull Durham'
Kenny Davis 
Assistant Sports Editor
Scott Goselin, a native of 
Bourbonnais and former ONU 
student, is enjoying his life in pro­
fessional baseball. Goselin was 
drafted by the Atlanta Braves in 
1987.
Goselin began this season 
in Sumter at the second level of 
the 1A system. After completing 
four months in Sumter mainly as 
a utility player, Goselin was called 
up to Durham where he spent the 
last five weeks of the season.
“I was taking batting 
practice before the game one day 
and the manager called me over 
and said that the Bulls needed a 
utility player. The next thing I 
knew he was talking about ship­
ping me off and I was suppose to 
be there by the following night,” 
said Goselin.
The Durham Bulls is the 
third level of the 1A system. The 
team is highly regarded in North 
Carolina and claims fame because 
of the movie Bull Durham.
“I loved it, there were 
eight to nine thousand people at 
the games every night. Durham 
even had a cable television station 
that broadcasted every game so 
the people who didn’t have a 
chance to go to the stadium could 
stay at home and watch us,” said 
Goselin.
“The fans down there were 
great! They always came to the 
games at least two hours early to 
watch us take batting practice. 
After the games they would 
swarm- us and want our auto-
Ä tier the games 
they would swarm us and 
want our autoepaphs. It 
w as a feeling I can t quite 
explain, all I can say is, if 
you were a ’B ull" you were 
everything.’
S c o tt Goselin 
ONUakm nus
. graphs. It was a feeling I can’t 
quite explain. All I can say is, if 
you were a 'Bull' you were every­
thing,” he said.
The farm system is often 
called "The Road League" be­
cause of their long bus rides. "Our 
longest bus ride was only about 
five hours long, which is really 
good. We traveled in acharter bus 
and stayed in a hotel with only two 
guystoaroom .lt was a big 
change from where I had been 
before. It was great. I could defi­
nitely spend my life this way," he 
said.
Goselin had some experi- 
■ ences where he played either with 
or against players that made it to 
the major leagues. Ron Gant, 
who was an infielder for the At­
lanta Braves was sent to Durham 
to leant how to play the outfield.
“I played with Gant for 
about a week and a half. He is a 
great guy. He took a couple of us 
out to eat,” said Goselin.
He also played against Ben 
McDonald, the number one draft 
choice of the Baltimore Orioles. 
He was also one of many players 
who was shocked when the San 
Diego chicken payed a visit to 
Durham.
The Bulls schedule con­
sisted of 144 games. They played 
72 at home and 72 on the road. “I 
only had three days off through­
out the entire season,” said 
Goselin.
The caliber of baseball 
increases as players move up in 
the senior league system.. Goselin, 
who is 23, is one of the youngest
members of the Bulls. “The ma­
turity level here, is much greater 
than that of last year,” he said.
Goselin said he is eagerly 
wanting next year’s spring train­
ing to begin. “Spring training is 
where they evaluate the players. I 
don’t know for sure but, I hope I 
can go back to Durham,” he said. (Located 10 minutes away a t \  ^7^j^Schu^le^Kajdcakee^^
COUPON
MRA hosts first 3-on-3 tourney
The Men’s Residence As­
sociation will sponsor the 1st 
Annual 3-on-3 Basketball Tour­
nament on Friday, O ct 13, in 
Birchard Fieldhouse.
"The tournament will begin 
at 7:30 p.m. and play will be 
stopped shortly after midnight. 
Action in the final rounds will 
resume on Satuay evening. MRA 
treasurer John Paste said, “The
tournament is a great chance for 
guys who aren’t involved in var­
sity athletics to have fun and 
compete.”
Each participant will be 
given an official tournament T- 
shirt. Winners of the competition 
will receive sweatshirts that have 
winner marked on them.
Registration for the tour­
nament will begin today.
"THE BIG SANDWICH"
BEST DEALS IN TOWN 
ON THE BEST EATIN'ALL AROUND
Hai dees
448 S. Main - Bourbonnais 
1515 W. Court - Kankakee 
575 S. Schuyler - Kankakee
Buy one Grilled Chicken Breast sandwich
and get
the Second FREE
Good at all participating Hardee's.
Please present this coupon before ordering.
One coupon per customer, please.
Hardeer
This Coupon not good in combination  ^
with any other offer
Expires 10-19-89
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C alvin  A nd  H obbes by Bill Watterson T he Far Side by Gary Larson
OOBY DOOBY by L.C. Davis
I SEE YOUR POINT, BIFPER, 
BUT UH, I THINIC YOUVE 
IGNORED S0Æ T O T O IT  
RAAUFICATIONS. BUT UH... 
/  K
B.C by Johnny Hart
C I9C9. OKATOKS SVNOCATÏ. MC. OfiT. «Y i.A TlMCS SVNOtCATI
“Oh, look, this get better... *F In history! You 
even flunk something not happen yet!”
A Note To Our Readers:
Starting this issue, the GlimmerGlass is  
pleased to add a new campus-produced com ic 
strip to our Entertainment page line-up o f Calvin 
And Hobbes, B.C. and The Far Side.
Ooby Dooby is  written and drawn by 
Lance D avis, an O livet student majoring in Art 
and Political Science. He describes the strip as 
being "Loosely based on campus life  and areas o f 
study at Olivet."
¿ s a v .
Golfing really tees me off...
The fateful morning 
dawned. While the peasants 
slept peacefully dreaming 
about...well, whatever it is that 
peasants dream about, three 
lonely warriors ascended 
through the dewy grass to the 
fie ld  o f battle. In their hands 
they carried finely-honed 
weapons o f polished wood and 
steel, their purpose quite evident 
in their design.
The stoic combatants 
trudged onward to the beginning 
o f their quest, their minds 
focused on one purpose: to win 
the First Annual GlimmerGlass 
G olf Invitational.
The what?, you ask. 
Those of you who haven't 
already given up on this column, 
that is.
I know—you expect 
something with a title that 
includes the words "Golf 
Invitational" to be on the sports 
page, with a lead like, "Three 
idiots took the field at Kankakee 
Community College to take part' 
in the First Annual Glimmer­
Glass Glolf, I mean Golf, 
Invitational...."
But this was no ordinary 
golf outing.
It all began with the fact 
that I wanted to go golfing. You 
see, I took a golf class for one of 
my P.E. credits this summer 
and, under the careful tutelage 
of my professor (who didn't 
want his name connected either 
with this column or my
golfing), improved my score 
from atrocious to mediocre.
Having thus reached the 
pinnacle of mediocrity, I wanted 
to keep in practice before I 
returned to my former level of 
shooting in the SO's-on the first 
hole.
Enter John Small (yes, 
the one who writes that other 
column). He had never been 
golfing before but, after listen­
ing to the rest of us at work lie 
about how good we were as 
golfers, he decided, "If those 
dummies can do it I can too, and 
at least you don't get tackled."
So I had a golfing partner. ,
Actually I had two, sihce 
Gary (our advertising manager) 
decided to tag along. Gary had 
gone with me once before at the . 
beginning of the school year, so 
■ I had seen him golf before.
That's why I was scared.
We also invited Prof. 
Bentz to come along, but he 
declined. Probably afraid to be 
on the same course with such 
golfing prowess.
So on Saturday morning, 
shortly after crowbarring Gary 
out of bed, we went out to the 
nice, short, incredibly free four- 
hole course at Kankakee Com­
munity College. (Don't you 
think we should get one here?
We could put it in the big field 
near Wisner, with a two-stroke 
penalty for hitting a ball through 
Dr. Lee's windshield....)
Since I was the most
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experienced, and since no one 
else wanted to-be the first to 
make a fool of himself, I teed 
off first. I hit the most beautiful 
tee shot of my life; it seemed to 
sail away forever. Unfortunately, 
it sailed straight into the woods 
to the right of the fairway, and 
refused to come back when I 
called i t
But that was okay 
because, like any prepared 
golfer, I had bought 12 new, 
cheap balls at Wal-Mart the day 
before.
Next was Gary, who hit 
his shot straight until it suddenly 
sliced right into the woods near 
mine. The two of them are 
probably living .there in the wild 
forest like Tarzan and Jane. But 
that's okay; I'd brought extra 
balls.
Then came John, who— 
being the first-time golfer that he 
was-got as many tips as he 
could. Still, his ball went lower 
and dribbled across the ground. 
Straight into the woods. But I'd 
brought extra balls.
My next shot deprived us 
of yet another, though, so it was 
at this point that we decided to 
mount an expedition to look for
these errant golf balls. We didn’t 
find them, although we managed 
to run across a few million 
mosquitos along the way.
While John continued to 
search and I scratched, Gary 
decided to take his next shot 
This took off at rocket speed 
and, after neatly parting John's 
hair down the middle, ran off 
into the forest to join the lost 
golf ball graveyard.
Later, after only minor 
injuries and a total of six lost 
balls, we finally made it to the 
second tee. It was here that Gary 
learned the importance of 
yelling "Fore!" when you hit 
near somebody. He learned this 
because he hit the ball about 
three inches from an old 
gentleman without yelling 
"Fore!"
After nearly getting
pelted with a golf ball, the old 
man-proved not to be as gentle­
manly.
Finally, hours later, we 
reached the end of our quest. 
After myfour-putting the final 
hole was redeemed only by 
Gary's six-putting it (John made 
. the hole in just one over par, the 
big rat), we celebrated our tre- 
medous accomplishment with a 
hearty Marriott lunch.
Actually, we enjoyed it 
so much that we're thinking 
about holding a Second Annual 
Tournament in a couple of 
weeks. Next time, though, we're 
going to invite the female 
GlimmerGlass staff members to 
go with us.
After all, we need to have 
somebody out there who's worse 
than we are.
Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1. The C ard ina l o f th e  K rem lin, by Tom Clancy (Berkley, $5.95.) 
The rescue of an Am erican secret agent
2. Yukon Hoi, by B ill Watterson. (Andrews & McMeei, $6.95.)
The latest Cahrin and Hobbes cartoons.______
3. W lldIHe Preserves, by Gary Larson. (Andrews & McMeei,
$5.95.) Latest coilectipn o f Far S ide cartoons.______________
4. The Mummy, by Anne Rice. (Ballantine, $ 11  95.)
Ramses and Cleopatra come to We in Edwardian England
5. Love In the Tim e of Cholera, by G abriel G arcia Marquez.
(Penguin, $8.95.) A love story of astonishing power,_________
9. Zoya, by Danielle S teel (Dell, $5.95.) A women's life 
spanning the Russian Revolution to modem day New York.
7. The Silence o f the Lambs, by Thomas Hards. (S t M artin's 
Press, $5.95.) Hunting down a serial kille r on Ihe loose.
S. The Dark Tow er The Gunslinger, by Stephen King. 
(NAL/SigneL $4.95.) Young man sets out to conquer evil force.
9. The Dance o f Anger, by Harriet G oldhor Lemer. (Perennial, 
$8.95.) Guide lo r im proving women's personal relationships.
10. Trsvayne, by Robert Ludtum. (Bantam, $5.95.)
The probing of a 'h idden governm ent" w ithin the Governm ent
